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Bowling T5rcen Stale University

Exam Scam nets another arrest, 2 more suspensions
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

In action stemming from the exam
scam investigation, a University student was charged by city police with
three counts of receiving stolen property, and two students already arrested were suspended by the University yesterday.
John Bertrams, 480 Lehman Ave.,
Apt. 218, is the third of the Bertrams

brothers- arrested as a result of the
March 17 raid of three off-campus
apartments and three on-campus
fraternity houses by city police and
Campus Safety and Security in search
of stolen exams.
Bertrams, whose apartment was
searched in the raid, was found in
possession of a calculator, a vacuum
sweeper and a chair, Lt. William A.
Fox, of the city police, said.
Bertrams, 19, was one of three

students city police had been trying to
arrest since last week, Fox said.
AT 10:30 A.M. yesterday, Bertrams
went to the Bowling Green Municipal
Court upon instruction from his
lawyer John Callahan of Toledo, to be
served his arrest warrant.
"I knew there was a summons
issued for him (Bertrams), so I surrendered him to the court," said
Callahan, who is representing all
three Bertrams brothers.

Bertrams is scheduled to appear in
court for a pre-trial conference on
April 21 along with his brother
Thomas and management graduate
assistant Timothy Pequignot.
Thomas Bertrams and Pequignot,
both of 131 State St., Aprt B3, were
charged each with three counts of
receiving stolen goods by city police,
and suspended by the University on
April 3.
THEY WERE found in possession of

stolen property including examinations from the College of Business Administration and a University master
key.
Thomas Bertrams and Pequignot
also will appear before the University
Appeals Board at 1 p.m. on April 21 for
a hearing concerning their suspension, Dr. Derek Dickinson, director of
University Standards and Procedures, said.
Callahan said city police also charg-

ed the eldest Bertrams brother, Carl
Bertrams, with seven counts of
receiving stolen property.
Carl Bertrams, former University
management instructor, was charged
with a felony early in the exam scam
investigation for receiving stolen property, an oil painting valued at $150.
BUT CALLAHAN said the new
charges are separate from the felony,
continued on page 4

staff photo by Bill Brown
Area runners participating in Saturday's mini-marathon sponsored by Chi Omega
Sorority and Wendy's, crowd Ridge Street at the start of the two mile run. Joe Rainer, a
senior majoring in human resources management took first place. A 6.2 mile run followed
with a three way tie between senior business major, Bob Dlckson, sophomore en-

column
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Moore recovering;
returns to work
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr., returned to work
yesterday for only a few hours
after being discharged Saturday
from Toledo Medical College
Hospital, where he had been
since April 1 receiving treatment for double pneumonia.
Moore said he is "easing back
into things" slowly and will only
be in the office 2-3 hours daily
until his doctor gives him permission to go back to work full
time.

Faculty Senate
to discuss changes
A Faculty Senate charter
amendment to reduce the
number of voting students from
eight to two will be discussed at
the first Faculty Senate meeting
of the quarter today at 2:30 p.m.
in the Assembly Room, McFall
Center.
The proposed change is being
brought before the senate
because faculty members
questioned why 11 percent of the
Faculty Senate vote is
represented by students, said
Gerald E. Krygier, president of
Graduate Student Senate and
Faculty Senate ex off icio
representative.
The senate will discuss the
report from ad hoc committee
on the change from quarters to
semesters and debate if the
Faculty Senate should vote on
the issue on the basis of its own
discussion or on the basis of a
faculty-wide vote.

inside
FEATURE -Student Government Association senatorial
candidates profiled for the
April 17 election.Page 5.

weather
Cloudy. High 43 F (6 C), low
25 F (-4 C), 40 percent chance
of precipitation.

vironmental studies major Willie Hille, and sophomore radio-TV-film major Dave Berardi
for first place. The profits from both races will be used to benefit the Sunshine Childrens
Hospital.

Streets of Gold:
Renaming to honor Olympians
by Gary Benz
staff reporter

Wells, Ken Morrow and Scott
Hamilton.

Saying it is the "ideal time to consider it," Mayor Alvin Perkins requested at the City Council meeting
April 7, that legislation be drawn up to
rename some city streets honoring
Olympic athletes with Bowling Green
connections.

"So many students live on the
numbered streets," Perkins said,
"that it would be appropriate" to
name those streets after the athletes.

Perkins also is proposing that the
street named Thurston Avenue north
of Wooster Street and Manville
Avenue south of Wooster be
designated by one name-Olympic
Drive.
The mayor said Thurston and Manville avenues are a logical division
between the University and the city
and that renaming it Olympic Drive
seems to be a logical step.
Perkins said it is confusing to have
two names for one street. He added,
"If you name it (the combined
streets) after Manville, the Thurstons
might get mad, and vice versa,"
referring to the historical meanings of
the present names.

However, Perkins said he is concerned that if the streets are renamed, people may be more apt to steal
the new street signs.

posal can be legislated, he feels it is
important that people know about the
idea.
"I guess there are some logical objections," he said, "but I haven't
heard any objections yet. I want to get
some repercussions if there are
some"
He added that people seem to like
the idea.

"Bowling Green has been before the public and
the world (because of the Olympics) and we're
going to do something for the athletes."
"I'm very much concerned about
signs being ripped off. Right now
there's not much motivation to steal a
numbered sign, but if you get a
popular name up there" the motivation will increase, he said.

Perkins said he would like to have
the legislation passed by the May 17
ice skating show at the Ice Arena
which will feature Olympian Scott
Hamilton.

THE MAYOR said there probably
will be some objection to his proposal,
mainly because of tradition.

With patriotism arising out of the
triumphs of the Americans at the
Winter Olympics, Perkins said
renaming the streets will help keep
that feeling in tact.

But he added, "In this day and age,
HE SAID he then wants to name the things have changed. I'm not trying to
numbered streets (1st, 2nd, etc.) after be disrespectful."
Olympic athletes from the University
Perkins said although it probably
or the city. That list includes Dave
Wottle , Bob Dobek, Doug Ross, Mark will be a few months before his pro-

"Bowling Green has been before the
public and the world (because of the
Olympics) and we're going to do
something for the athletes," he said.

Alumna files $175,000 suit
against Health Center
by Kim Van Wen
staff reporter

A former University student has filed a $175,000 lawsuit against the Student Health Center for issuing medication which she claims has caused a
change in the pigmentation of her skin.
Cecelia Newman, 23, claims that she went to the Health Center in
January 1979 for treatment of a bladder infection and was issued medication that caused an allergic reaction.
The suit, filed last Wednesday in Wood County Common Pleas Court, is
directed toward the Health Center and Drs. John and Mary Does, who
diagnosed the patient and prescribed the medication.
Sulfur, which the suit claims caused Newman to become very ill, was
included in the medication. The medication also resulted in permanent
disfiguration of her skin, the case claims.
AFTER BECOMING ill at the University, Newman was transported to
Elyria Memorial Hospital for treatment.
"I was in the hospital 20-25 days," Newman said, noting that the effect
was "gradual and painful."
Newman did admit that "I never had an allergy before."
Gerold Jackson, an attorney in Cleveland, said, "We will leave it to
medical experts to determine the nature of the diagnosis and treatment in
accordance with the medical standards of that (Bowling Green) area."
NEWMAN SAID, "We hope that doctors will use more care in diagnosing patients and testing for allergies from now on.
Emphasizing that she has no bitter feelings about the University or
Health Center, Newman explained, "If you were in my shoes you would
have done the same thing."
Jackson added, "The purpose of filing a lawsuit is not for the purpose of
making one feel better. It is compensation for the damage one has suffered."
A jury is requested for the trial because "Everyone has a constitutional
right to a jury and we want to take advantage of it," Jackson said.
Myron Chenault, assistant vice president for institutional contracts,
said he has not seen the suit and preferred not to comment on it.

Student groups meet to improve relations
by Paula Wlnslow
staff reporter

While most students probably were
watching "Sixty Minutes" or catching
up on homework, representatives of
about 15 student groups met Sunday
night to improve communications
among themselves.
It was the first in a three-part
human relations workshop at the
University, organized by Dr. Richard
Eakin, vice provost for institutional
planning and student affairs, and
various student and University
groups.
The workshop was born out of the
list of demands for better conditions
for minorities at the University made
by them last spring. In attendance
were members of the Black Student

Union, Latin Student Union, Student
Government Association, Interfraternity Council, Resident Student
Association and others.
And despite the diversity, they all
seemed to agree that the meeting was
helpful in closing the communications
gap between them.
AT SUNDAY'S session, a representative of each group gave a presentation to make others present more
aware about that organization's purpose and goals. The idea was to increase interaction among students,
according to Elaine Robinson, a
psychologist at the University's
Career Counseling and Development
Center.
"People of different backgrounds
need to understand the population

here at Bowling Green so we can learn
how to reach out to other people and
reduce some of the stereotype values
that we have," said Robinson, who
guided the discussion at the workshop.
"I see people wanting to reach out but
not knowing how.
"Minorities experience the most
struggles because they tend to be
isolated. When you're a minority at
Bowling Green you can be very uncomfortable," Robinson explained.
Ananais Pittman, BSU president
who was at the meeting, said he was
enthusiastic about the turnout and interest at the workshop. But he added
that it only was a preliminary step to
reaching the minorities' and others'
goals.
"SURELY IT WAS productive," he

said. "But it depends on what
everyone will do with it. The BSU will
make attempts to share this with the
community, or else it won't do any
good.

THE SECOND SESSION, to be held
in about three weeks, will be a discussion about each group's problems,
said Kathy Smith, assistant director
of the Community Center and one of
the workshop's planners.

"We need to be doing things
together with other organizations so
At the final meeting, student
people can get an across-the-board leaders will discuss their findings with
aspect of ourselves; black and white University administrators, Smith
partying together, working together, said.
doing something together for a
The next meeting could be a crucial
change," he said.
one, Mike Zinicola, SGA president,
Lance Mitchell, IFC president, also said.
said the session gave him a better
"First we'll have to see if there are
understanding of each group and its problems," Zinicola said. "Then if
leaders, but noted that it only is a there are, we'll have to see what can
beginning.
be done about them.
"I don't look to see any great things "We'll just have to sit down and
coming out of it this year," Mitchell discuss and be very candid, even
said. "It's something that will have to though those things may be strong and
harsh," he said.
be continued."
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opinion
Soviets threatened
by Olympic boycott
Although President Carter made the final decision about
three months ago, the United States Olympic Committee voted Saturday to support Carter's decision in boycotting the summer games in Moscow.
USOC's vote shows a 2-1 consensus in favor of the boycott
among that committee's delegates but the reactions at
athletes affected by the decision have been mixed.
Many people say the move was made to appease Carter's
stand against Soviet military aggression in Afghanistan.
Perhaps USOC's decision was a "result of Carter's insistence, but it appears the boycott will be an effective protest.
The Soviet Union reacted with disgust to the boycott decision, and the reasoning is simple. With 20 countries expected to follow the U.S. decision to boycott, the Kremlin
fears the games may not take place—thus a substantial loss
in international prestige and revenue generated from the
games.
Russia places great stock in proving its superiority
through athletic competitions. But if the games take place,
its victories will only be a shallow show of its strength. But
the United States must coerce other major countries to
follow its lead for a boycott to be effective.
However, one qualifier was attached to USOC's decision.
The president has until May 20 to instruct USOC otherwise.
In a USOC statement, the conditions were laid out for
U.S. participation in the games: "If...international events
have become compatible with the national interest and national security is no longer threatened, USOC will enter its
athletes."
The moral decision to boycott may demonstrate a renewed faith in the president's plan against aggressive actions
abroad and that faith was needed badly.
By boycotting, the United States has struck a blow to the
Soviet ego. It is now up to the rest of the world to do the
same.
The Olympics have been placed in the political arena
before and sports are a significant part of Soviet politics.
Even though the Olympic boycott may be a symbolic action, Americans who value the freedom of this country
should support the boycott. Americans have this choice,
Russians do not.

CBS's Rather took risk
WASHINGTON-I have withheld
writing this column until I was certain
that Dan Rather was safely out of
Afghanistan. Thank heavens he is
back in New York, shaved and well.
For those of you who missed "60
Minutes" a week or so ago, Dan joined
up with Afghan rebels, disguised as a
mountain freedom fighter, and was
filmed under fire from Russian artillery.
Millions of us sat in the comfort of
our living rooms watching this
modern day "Lawrence of Arabia"
risk his life to bring us the true story
of what the rebels were facing in this
remote part of the world. "Gunga
Dan," as the Washington Post TV
critic Tom Shales dubbed him, in the
true foreign correspondent tradition,
knew this could have been his last
story. But he still went because he
believed he owed it to the American
public to tell us what it was like for the
Afghan tribesmen doing battle with
the Soviet Goliath.
Now that he is safely back home, I
think some tough questions have to be
asked of CBS management What the
devil were they thinking of when they
permitted Walter Cronkite's successor to risk his neck in the Khyber
Pass, only a few months before he will
take over as anchorman of the
evening news?
Rather, you would assume, was too
valuable a property to be sent off to
Afghanistan in disguise. It wasn't just
a question of physical harm befalling
him, but what would have happened if
he had been captured by the Soviets?
No major power can sit idly by if

focus
Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

one of its anchormen is being held as a
prisoner of war by the other side. The
pressure on President Carter would
have been great to do something to
free Dan, in time for the summer
political conventions.
Carter's options would be limited.
Having used up his Moscow Olympic
boycott once already, he might be
forced by public opinion to threaten
military action against the Soviets.
Under international law, the holding
of a CBS anchorman is the moral
equivalent of war.
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Reagan firm on both sides of boycott issue
WASHINGTON-Ronald Reagan
was making everything perfecUy
clear:
he thinks it would be
hypocritical to hold the Olympic
games in Moscow, and wrong for
President Carter to tell American Walter Mears
Associated Press correspondent
athletes they can't go there.
In other words, he's for the Olympic
boycott but against enforcing it. Or other countries in the world to join us
something like that.
in holding those games in an alterReagan tried to hurdle the boycott native place. To just not go there,
question before the American Society now, it seems that we're all alone and
of Newspaper Editors. Insofar as his here again I think this is the result of
replies can be decoded, he seems to be the vacillating foreign policy of this
firmly on both sides of the issue.
administration, that we can't get our
Here's what he said: "I have allies and friends to join us.
i i
iii
alwaysifavored thei boycott because I ■ it
believe it is hypocritical to hold those
"We don't have the persuasive
games that were born in a spirit of power to get them to join us in this.
peace thousands of years ago, to hold And then I must say that, having been
them in the Soviet Union with its in athletics myself, I got to thinking
record of aggression and bloodshed all about here we are, all alone, we're not
over the world.
going to be able to prevent the Olympics from being held, our young peo"But I had hoped that our country ple who have trained so hard are not
would be able to persuade the leading going to be able to go there, and so for

focus

letters.
Music student
deserves apology

formance is no way of solving this
small problem!
Trusler, I believe you owe
Shaughnessy an apology.

a while I did say that I had to stew
about that and what I felt.
"When the president called them
there to the White House and then just
issued the ultimatum to them that
they weren't going, there was
something that disturbed me about a
president of the United States saying
to free Americans that they couldn't
leave our country. This kind of
smacked of - while we didn't put up a
fence or a wall - the kind of thing that
we see totalitarian countries doing.
"I didn't like that, so when I said the
other day, I do support the boycott,
and then (said tfcat rather than having
the president deny them the right to
go, I would rather see the athletes and
of course the Olympic committe is included in that, I would rather see
them be persuaded and make the decision themselves not to go.
"BUT I can't bring myself, I must
confess, to saying that we are going to

The long and tiresome hitch down to
the sunny state left my mind feeling
as if it was a bowl of jelly. But spending seven days living in cars, by the
side of pools or in rooms with fourteen
other people could hardly be classified
as boring or dull.
It always was a pleasure figuring
out where the next clean dry towel
would come from or standing in line to
use a shower.
Comparing Daytona Beach to Fort
Lauderdale, I would have to say that
Fort Lauderdale was the better of the
two. The sun was a lot hotter in Fort
Lauderdale and the bikinis were a bit
smaller.
Night life in Fort Lauderdale was
hopping but one had to be a
millionaire to afford a night on the
town.
Like most northerners who traveled

Every other Thursday at 2:30 p.m.,
Denise A. Grupp
the College of Musical Arts has a stu616 Offenhauer West
dent recital, commonly known as
Musicianship and Performance or M
WITHOUT being too harsh on the and P. It is an opportunity for music
"60 Minutes" producers, they didn't students to perform in front of their
have to send Dan Rather to peers, often not an easy feat to accomplish.
Afghanistan.
While some unfortunate University
On April 10, the performers were
By dispatching Dan Rather into a
war zone, CBS violated the first rule of graduate students, all fine musicians. students remained in the Ohio vicinity
television news which is, "an anchor- At 3:20, the program was officially or headed elsewhere for their spring
man's place is in the studio," just as, over but there was one more musician break, I and a couple of comrades
"the President's place is in the Rose who wished to play. After clearing were enjoying the white sandy
Bryan Recital Hall of those who had beaches of Florida.
Garden."
Even with all this heavenly bliss,
I called the "60 Minutes" people for 3:30 classes, Chris Shaughnessy,
an explanation concerning their gaffe, violist, performed for the remaining there were times when I wished I was
and all they could come up with was, listeners. I soon became engrossed in one of the unfortunates.
"We knew what we were risking but his music and was glad I had stayed.
DOONESBURY
the only one who could fit into the But much to my surprise, the UniverAfghan rebel robe and hat we rented sity's Women's Chorus suddenly
began calmly entering the room in full
was Rather."
vis is'ptomesoH
view of the audience and performer,
(c) 1980, Loi Angeles Times Syndicate noisily taking seats and cheerfully
wzeew*ji.wnac
passing the time of day. I was appallOF fx*£: PORTRAIT ,
ed! It is not professional etiquette to
OF A AWTCK.'.
enter a performance while it is in pro/
gress.
Musicians
throughout
the
Vol.60
No. 86
world are aware of this fact.
STAFF
Shaughnessy looked up and saw what
was happening and I am sure It
Editor
Mary Dennemiller
distracted him, to say the least.
Managing editor
John Limmerj
I personally was unable to tolerate
Newsedltor
Keith Jameson
Editorial editor
Paul O'Donnell
this type of behavior so afterwards I
Cop/ editor
Joe Menak
spoke to the Women's Chorus DirecT=*mW
Photoedltor
Tim Weithoven
tor,
Dr.
Ivan
Trusler.
I
told
him
that
I
Sports editor
Dave Lewandowskl
hoped he would instruct his people
Entertainment editor
Bart Porter
that it is not appropriate to come in
Business manager
Libby Kilmer
Z£*£. E*H 1HOU6H ^^
*ew snu. TAuvG urn
during a performance. "I told them
■nUHAWffHAPA
XM
The iG News is published daily Tuesday through Friday during the academic year and
2£KSBf£NNeR,UmUS
OUNCE ID HEAP XXK *&&>
to!," Trusler yelled, adding that
weekly during summer sessions by students ot Bowling Green State University.
Htm 10 PW6 HIS &KOKjfT.
AS
PUKES
™*rs
"they (M and P)" had run overtime
Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The BO News.
amyngusHEPMmtm,
touHjsr
on numerous occasions. Shame on
The BG News and Bowling Green state University are egual opportunity employers and
'BWS-faaMITOFA
'
navAidrABOUT
do not discriminate in hiring practices.
you Trusler, not only for voluntarily
The BO Hews will not accept advertising that Is deemed discriminatory, degrading or inbreaking such a rule, but for instrucsulting en the basis of race, sex or national origin.
ting the Women's Chorus to do so.
All rights to material published in The BO News are reserved.
(Does the Women's Chorus not know
any better?)
Editorial and Business Offices
Its University Hail
Is it not possible to locate another
Bowling Green State University
room for the Women's Chorus to
Bowling Green, Ohio 4MB)
meet, at least on Thursdays? InterPhone: («l?) 3 7 MM]
rupting a student soloist during a per-

Florida spring break
unforgettable trip

The 313 We ws

Ronald Reagan

he the only country absent, that the
president should be able to say to a
group of Americans and set that
precedent that you can't leave the
country."

south for spring break, I was anxious
to head for the sun and the beach.
Although I looked like Casper the
ghost compared to most of the other
sun worshippers, by the evening I
looked like a broiled lobster about to
be dipped in butter.
A few beers in the 18-year-old drinking state stiffened the sting and by the
next morning I was relaxing by a pool
for another 80-degree day.
After endless hours standing on the
side of the road in Daytona Beach acting like a hot chili pepper in the
blistering sun, three of the nicest girls
I have ever met picked me up and
drove me to Columbus, Ohio to end
another unforgettable experience.
Red Lenihan
Delta Upsilon House
by Garry Trudeau
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Socialist candidate criticizes U.S. government
by Kim VanWert
staff reporter

Criticizing the United States government in an interview with the News
Friday, Matilde Zimmerman,
Socialist Workers Party candidate for
U.S. vice president, commented on
major issues and problems now facing
the public.
Focusing on the draft, she said,
"Parents may as well say goodbye to
their children if a draft goes into effect.
"We have no interest in going to
war, and what's more, going to war to
protect butcher Shah."
Zimmerman continued to comment
on the Iranian hostage situation. "The
Shah should be sent back to Iran. People there have a right to put him on
trial."
OPPOSED TO drafting women, as
well as men, she described the proposed recruitment as an attempt by
President Carter to pass off a victory
for women's rights.
The ERA (Equal Rights Amendment) doesn't have anything to do
with the drafting of women. The fact
that the ERA hasn't passed has slipped peoples' minds and the linking of
the draft to women's rights has turned
many people against it," she said, adding, "We won't fall for the trap."

Zimmerman continued to note that
the rich won't be the ones who suffer if
a draft is instituted-it will be young
people and minorities.

the poor and working people," she added, calling the parties "agents of
war."
IN SUPPORT of the socialist position, she said, "We need a government of auto workers, teamsters and
farmers instead of one of bankers,
lawyers and business executives.

Effects of a war would be felt by all
people, she added. "There would be
more taxes to help pay for the war and
people would be asked to take further
"A labor party would be a step
cuts in pay for favoritism purposes,"
toward worker's government. This
she said.
would mean totally different
THE BIGGEST protest against the government-one that would represent
draft, led by young socialist workers, a majority of people and not just the
was a march on Washington March 23, oil company executives."
in which 20,000-30,000 people from
She stressed the importance of good
around the country shouted, "No
registration and no draft!" Zimmer- relations with other nations and said,
"I think it is to the advantage of the
man noted.
American people to have increased
"It showed government officials trade. For one thing, it would serve to
that people are opposed to the draft, develop the undeveloped world."
Expressing opposition to the Olymand more importantly, united
Americans in their concern on the pic boycott, Zimmerman said, "I
think Carter has isolated himself on
issue," she said.
this issue. He is not thinking of
Zimmerman went on to suggest, "It athletes or American people who enhas always been the practice of U.S. joy the games and this may be a point
foreign policy to take away people's against him."
rights for the interests of major oil
SHIFTING TOPICS she proposed
companies," noting that it is big
businesses that run the government an elimination of the military budget.
"The defense we now have is not for
and "control its destiny."
the purpose of attack. It is used to pre"The Democratic and Republican vent other countries from running
Parties serve the interests of the rich themselves," she said. "And we don't
and inevitably oppose the interests of need that."

>ign up on Wednesdday, April 16, 1990, and
Thursday. April 17. 1990, for the following
schedules Sign up will be held on Wednesday
rom 7:30 9:00 am., for non school schedules
Business, Government Agencies, and Graduate
Schools), in the forum of the Student Services
Building. Sign up tor School Schedules will be
Teld on Thursday, April 17 from 6:00 6:30 p.m.

Dance marathon meeting
The Superdance, a dance marathon to help fight Muscular Distrophy,
will be held from April 25 at 6 p.m. to April 26 at 7 p.m. An informational meeting for all dancers will be today at 7:30 p.m. in Kohl Hall's
main lounge.

"We have tried to strike responsive
chord among people on such issues as
the ERA, draft and nuclear power
plant crisis. The only way to fing is to
orgainize a mob and protest," she
said, noting that on April 26 there will
be another demonstration in
Washington, this time against nuclear
power.
Not really expecting to win the election in November, she said, "In a
sense we are winning everyday. Overcoming obrticles put in our way by
other groups of people is a major accomplishment," she said.
"If the Democrats or Republicans
do win, I think the American people
will be losers," she added.
The presidential candidate for the
Socialist Party is Andrew Pulley.

i

BUSINESS
4 zi-ao
NORTH AMERICAN BUSINESS COMPUTA
TIONS. INC Fosloria, OH Accounting Entry
level, Intern: leading to permanent position.
Ace! with at least 140 hours, and/or Mar., June
grads Begin June I.
429-10
ARMOUR DIAL COMPANY (•> Farmington.
|MI Entry level sales: Sales Mgmt, Mktg . June
brads.

S01-90
FOREST HILLS SCHOOL DISTRICT • Clncin
nati, OH Math; Sci , Business; Home Ec . Ind
Arts, K 12, and 1 12; Mar., June. Aug grads.

Special Notice. Requests for some type of stan
dardization in data sheets and resumes have pro
mpted the University Placement Services to re
quire candidates signing up for interviews to
complete and present at the time of sing up a
"Standard Data Sheet", lor each organization
with which he/she wishes to interview.

Any senior who has not filled out an application for graduation in
June must do so this week in the Office of Registration and Records. All
seniors who have filled out an application should check the list of candidates outside the Registrar's Office to verify that the application has
been received:

I.'-I

The steering committee of Women for Women will conduct a
business meeting today at 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, Union.

4 JO 10

ARMOUR DIAL COMPANY (•) Farmington,
Ml Entry level sales SalesMgmt., Mktg., June
grads.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS COLLEGE I'l
Ft. Wayne, IN Acct, Sales mgmt.. Mktg.. Sec.
Admin., Bus. Admin., June grads
HENRY COUNTY SCHOOLS* Napoleon. OH
EMR, LBD, SBH; all at Elem. or HS level. June,
Aug grads.
MIDLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS ' Midland, Ml
ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR: B/M Music Art,
Math, LBD, all at Elem level, then any other
area at elem. level, Dec, Mar., June, Aug.
grads
Sec Music, Sec Art, Sec Math; Sec LBD; then
any other area at Sec. level. Dec . Mar , June,
Aug grads.
TROTWOOD MADISON SCHOOLS • Trot
wood, OH
Elem Ed., LBD. ind Art, jr. Hi
Math, HS Eng./German, Eng.; Reading, Mar.,
June, Aug. grads.
WESTERVILLE CITY SCHOOLS • Wester
ville OH to BE *NNOUN(tED.
MM
BUTLER COUNTY SCHOOLS • Hamilton, OH
Elem , all areas; Dec., Mar., June, Aug. Sec ,
all areas, Dec, Mar., June, Aug.

A data sheet must be turned in at the time of sign
up tor each schedule:

Graduation applications due

minif ie scholarship
OPEN TO ALL SPECIAL ED.,
ADAPTED PHYS. ED., AND
SPEECH
PATHOLOGY MAJORS
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN
SPECIAL ED. OFFICE
DUE DATE IS MAY 2

ZIMMERMAN POINTED out the
value that socialists place on human
rights: "We exist to understand the
needs of people.

staff photo by Dale Omorl
Matilde Zimmerman

placement

briefs,

.:
i fi■....irtrrrfrtr'
r . i v
Women for Women meeting

Socialism is seen by Zimmerman as
a solution to inflation.
"Inflationary problems could be
halted with a socialistic government,"
she said. "Cost of living protection
should be placed on all wage
agreements, which would keep
salaries going up simultaneously with
the cost of living."

0f
*
<**

US FIRST!

£

FIRST EDITION
HAIR DESIGN STUDIO
434 E.WOOSTER
3S4-1477

MANSFIELD CITY SCHOOLS • Mansfield. OH
TO BE ANNOUNCED
KANSAS CITY SCHOOLS ■ Kansas City. KS
EMR, LBD
ROCKY RIVER CITY SCHOOL DISTR •
Rocky River, OH
voc Music, Bus Educ &
able to coach (ice hockey preferred), Ind. Arts
(background in auto mech preferred); LBD.
Guidance Counselor; School Psychologist.
Eng dual cert. French or Span desired, but not
necessary.
5 02 60
•DENOTES PERMANENT RESIDENT OF THE
USA.

501 60
FABRI CENTERS OF AMERICA, INC "•)
Beachwood, OH
Sell/Sales Mgmt , Mktg
(Mgmt trainee)
(')Denofes permanent mident of the US.A.

SCHOOLS
4 -29-10
BUCKEYE CENTRAL LOCAL SCHOOL (•)
Bucyrus. OH Elem Ed .■ Amer Studies. Eng.,
Hist.. HS/Voc Home Econ, Math. Soc Stud.
EMR, Gen Speech, Coaching Football, Boys
Basketball, Wrestling, Mar , June, Aug grads

COL CRAWFORD LOCAL SCHOOL (•>
Bucyrus, OH Elem Ed , Amer Studies; Eng.;
Hist. HS/Voc Home Econ. Math; Soc Stud.;
EMR. Gen Speech; Coaching Football. Boy"J
Basketball. Wrestling. Mar , June, Aug grads

WYNFORD LOCAL SCHOOL (•) Bucyrus. OH
Elem. Ed., Amer Studies, Eng, Hist
HS/voc Home Econ , Math, Soc STud EMR,
Gen Speech; coaching: Football, Boys Basket
ball. Wrestling, Mar , June, Aug grads
MARGARETTA LOCAL SCHOOL C) Castalia,
OH Math; English. JUNE grads
5 BOWLING GREEN CITY SCHOOLS ■ Bowl
ing Green. OH
Earth Set , Elem. Educ , Ind
Educ; Math; Sci Comp , EMR, LBD, Dec
Mar . June, Aug. grads
429.10
CONTINENTAL LOCAL SCHOOL ■ Continen
tal. Of* Eng 'Spanish. Ind Arts HS & Elem
EMR, JUNE grads.
ELYRIA CITY SCHOOLS ■ Elyria. OH
Main, Sci , Ind Arts; HomeEcon ; LBD. EMR,
Eng , Comp Bus . Elem Educ . Dec , Mar.
June, Aug grads.
HARRISON HILLS CITY SCHOOLS
Hopedale, OH
Elem Educ K 9, Elem LBD
Mid LBD, Elem EMR; Sec Eng . Sec Bus
JUNE graos

Get One Jump Ahead Of Summer With A Full Body Tan Now

TANNING CENTER
HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooster
Call 353-3281 or 352-4113

Bring this Ad and a friend
and share a membership

OPEN ONLY TO RISING JR.'s & SR.'s
-r---'»"-~-r*-r»-i—-r"-r--f--«— r~ Tmrnriiitf »#»>#■#■

The Sinters of

The

Alpha Xi Delta
Cordially Invite All Interested
Women to Attend

SPRING RUSH PARTIES

Dixie Electric Co.

April 16th-from 8 to 9:30p.m.

OLD FASHIONED ICE CREAM PARTY
April 20th-from 12 to 1:30p.m.

LAND OF XI BRUNCH
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!
oyowjtin*—UttyEiwyiio K»I»I»I«'I

BROODUE STABLES
14810 Freyman R<j.
Cygnet, Ohio

TRAIL RIDING,
HAYRIDES AND
PARTY FACILITIES
(indoor arena for sound system & donees)

FALL, WINTER & SPRING QTRS.
REGISTER NOW FOR SUMMER COURSES
FOR CREDIT AND NON—CREDIT
For More Information call 655-2193 (Local call)

All I iit*-l

W.I.O.T.

I.IIIIIIM

n( I liltlv

PRESENTS

FM104

was CJIM3

Thrusday, April 17th
[^EGO fyfflUSS

Help us Congratulate W.I.O.T. for Being the Most
Listened to Rock Station in the Country.

Also:
The FM 104 Staff Album Give Aways
& $1.04 will be the Magic Number at
the Door and Elsewhere
Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
"come plug yourself in"

874-8649
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exam scam
which was bound over to the grand
jury April 2.
"The grand jury has not taken action on an indictment (for the felony
charge) yet," Callahan said.
If they (the grand jury) do not
return with an indictment, the case is
over; if they do, then he (Carl Bertrams) will have to answer in the
Court of Common Pleas," Callahan
added.
Police have been searching for Carl
Bertrams since last week but Fox said

from page 1

said Galen Ash, chief of city police,
referring to the possibility that the
two students may have returned to
THE COUNTS include tests, books, their hometowns.
a calculator, vacuum sweeper and a
Arrested by city police April 4,
chair, Fox said.
David S. Blasko, 121 State St., Apt. A6,
He added that the two other Univer- pleaded not guilty in municipal court
sity students besides John Bertrams, yesterday to three counts of receiving
who police have been trying to arrest stolen property, a misdemeanor.
since last week, have not been located
HE WILL appear in court for a preyet.
trial conference on April 21, Martin E.
"We may make a more determined Mohler, his Toledo lawyer, said.
effort if we can't find them locally,"
Blasko also received notice of his
city police have not yet made contact
with him to issue the misdemeanor.

suspension by the University yesterday.
"They (Campus Safety) came to my
apartment Friday, but I went home
for the weekend," he said. "They
came promptly at 8:30 (a.m.) today
(Monday) though."
Campus Safety was instructed by
the provost's office to deliver the
suspension notices to Blasko and
James Symmonds on Friday, Thomas
Burke, assistant director of Campus
Safety, said.
SYMMONDS, 303 Phi Delta Theta,

was charged by city police on April 10
with one count of receiving stolen property, a misdemeanor. He had in his
possession a University key.
Dickinson said both students have
until 5 p.m. April 16 to submit a written request for a hearing to appeal the
suspensions.
Blasko made a request for a suspension over the phone yesterday morning, but a formal written request has
not been made by him yet, Dickinson
said.

GRANDOPENING

Blasko said yesterday he plans to
appeal his suspension.
"I plan on doing it," said Symmonds
referring to requesting for hearing.
Both students said they do not know
how long they are suspended.
"They are suspended indefinitely
until their future is decided in the
hearing," Cliff Boutelle, director of
University News Service, said.

WALK a little SAVE a lot
forest apartments
«H» ah ■■»■■<
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Hunt 3JJ-MT*
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Furnished Apt.
including gas heat
9 mo. lease $325.00

Burlington

319 E.WOOSTER STREET
PHONE 353 3641

ONE DAY SPECIAL
Tuesday Only

NOW OPEN AT

1616 E. Wooster, Stadium Plaza, B.G.
PH. 352-2533
Start your eye wardrobe at Burlington Optical and create a stir with
the best-dressed eyes in town, at the best-looking prices in town!

BATHING SUITS

BUY 1 PAIR OF

ENTIRE STOCK

PRESCRIPTION

20 %off

EYEGLASSES

Open till 9:00 p.m.

at any Burlington Optical Center

AND GET EVERY ADDITIONAL PAIR FOR

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

BUtLINGTON
1 TIT GUARANTEE
Includes
frames
glasses
vision.

...

fashion
sunsingle-

OFF

bifocal.
coated and plastic
lenses ... in your
prescription.

the rtajvMr
low price
wrtflMey IS

•UtllNGTON Quo rant*,. yow(
n+m gloss** k* one yeor from
dot* of purchase. Any broken
port will bo repaired or roptoced froo ol charge Jutl bring
broken flossot and proof ol
purchase 'o ony Burlington Optical Center to* prompt wr
VK* " 'Service dooi no* cover
loss, thott or scratched frames
orients*.

DON'T STRETCH YOUR
NECK LOOKING FOR
APUrMENTS
- We Have The Place For You -

1980 Summer Rental
Complexes:
516 E. Merry Ave
-Two bedroom apartment
■Furnished: $200 & elec.
■Unfurnished: $190 & elec.

Frazee Ave. Apartments
■Two bedroom
-Furnished: $200 & elec.

«rt CAM OVnKJ.1l lOUi mNWnW IIO* im C4AJMJ TOM M NOW WlARRtSI

and another...

and another...

and another...

... PERHAPS
NEWPH0T0GRAY EXTRA"
by Corning

803 & 815 Eighth St.

and another...
TREND-SETTING
DESIGNER FRAMES

•Two bedroom apartments
-Furnished: $200 & elec.

Willow House-830 4th St.

«y Pixa Oicor d* lo Ranta and many om*n.
Now •ipwially oHordabl* . . .

Lenses that change from eyeglass to sunglass
m less than 60 seconds . . .

-

Greenbriar Apts-215 E.
PoeRd.

-50% OFF!

-50% OFF!

with 2nd pair

■Efficiency: $100
-1 bedroom: $150
■1 bedroom, AC: $225

with 2nd pair

... MAYBE
SMASHING SUNGLASSES
Crty-iophisiicond <* coun'ry coiuol eye oppeol

50% OFF!

FASHION PLASTIC TINTS

OPEN MONOAY THRU <HIDAy »-*: TMURSOAV "Til • P.M.; SATURDAY ••!

Ridge Manor-519 Ridge St.

A colorful thought for the total took in
lenses and frames ... at

-Two bedroom, furnished
-1 to 2 beople: $165
■3 to 4 people: $200

50% OFF!
with 2nd pair

with 2nd pair
IVB IX AMI NED 1Y DR. ROMRT I. KUIN t ASSOCIATES OPTOMETRISTS

-One bedroom apartment
Unfurnished: $160 & elec.

Houses and
Duplexes Also
Available

MAURER GREEN
REALTY
Call 352-0717
or stop by
224 E. Wooster
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SGA candidates reveal platforms
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the first in a MriM ol article
dealing with the Student Government Association elections, which will be held Thursday, April 17.

Nancy A. DeRoberts

senate
Offenhauer West
Roger L. Weaver is an independent candidate running unopposed for senator of Offenhauer West. Weaver, a resident advisor in Kohl Hall, will be an RA next year in Offenhauer. Active
in the Kohl Activities Council, Weaver also is Kohl Hall's
representative to Resident Student Association.
My main goal is to represent the students of Offenhauer."
Weaver said, adding that he would like to hold bi-weekly
meetings where students could express their problems that he
would then report to The Student Government Association.
"I'd like to bring some creative ideas into SGA and continue
with some of the good ideas they've had in the past," Weaver
said. He also would work toward combining some of the efforts
of RSA and SGA to better serve the students. Weaver said.

senate
Kohl Hall

senate
sorority

Roger L. Weaver

Nancy A. DeRoberts is the unopposed Students for Students
candidate for sorority senator. DeRoberts is chairman of Student Government Association's Spirits and Traditions Board
and is the SGA representative to Panhellenic Council.
"I want to have more representation for greeks in SGA,"
DeRoberts said, adding that she would like to open communication lines between SGA and sorority women.
DeRoberts stressed the similarity of the duties of the SGA
representative to Panhel and the sorority senator, adding that
she believes she could fulfill both positions.
DeRoberts said it would be beneficial for the Infratemity
Council and Panhel to work closely with SGA on certain projects. A workshop dealing with motivation and goal setting
would be especially helpful, DeRoberts said.

senate
Rodgers Quadrangle

Stephen W. Elchert is a freshman independent candidate running unopposed for Kohl Hall senator. Elchert is active In the
Kohl Hall Activities Council.
"I'd like to see SGA become a more prominent organization on
campus," Elchert said, adding that if students respected the
Student Government Association it would be more effective.
"I'd like to see students get involved and participate and
make it their choice," Elchert said, adding that many problems
faced by students could be solved through SGA.
Elchert also said he would like to see the implementation of
University photo IDs.

Gregory A. Spencer

James I.. Harter, a junior independent candidate for senator
of Rodgers Quadrangle, is a resident adviser in Rodgers Quad.
He also will be an RA next year.
Harter is on the Dean's Student Advisory Committee in the
College of Education and is the student representative to the
Program Council of that college.
"I would like to represent the concerns of the students in
Rodgers," Harter said, adding that if elected he would deal with
problems as they occur.
He said he would like to see greater unity among campus
organizations such as Student Government Association and
Resident Student Association.
Harter would like to see the implementation of a committee to
review the needs of the campus, he said. Harter added that as an
RA he would have "an open ear" to the students in his district.

senate

Craig W. Relman

James Harpen
senate
fraternity

senate
Offenhauer East

Craig W. Relman is an independent sophomore candidate for
fraternity senator. Relman, who is running unopposed, said he
has been active on several committees in his fraternity.
"There is a widening rift between the fraternities and the administration," Relman said, adding that he would work toward
regaining respect for the greek organizations at the University.
Relman emphasized the need to work patiently "within the administration" to reverse the negative attitude toward fraternities.
"Through SGA, I think we can get something done." Relman
said, adding that he would be open to any ideas or grievances
voiced in his district.
"You can't just act on blind ambition," he said. Relman
stressed the importance of attacking problems with a positive
attitude and going to those in authority to accomplish your objective.

James Harpen, running unopposed for Offenhauer East
senator, is a sophomore transfer student from the University of
Toledo.
Harpen, who is running as an independent, said, "The
weakness of a senator is in not being willing to do the dirty
work," adding that he would be willing to do the "legwork '
necessary to stay on top of what the students want.
Harpen said that apathy is caused by the laziness of some Student Government Association senators, and that he would put
more effort into attending the meetings.
"You don't hear what's going on," Harpen said, emphasizing
the need for senators to keep students in their districts informed.

Margaret L. Potapchuk
senate
Founders Quadrangle

Denise J. Stefanec

Conklin Hall
Gregory A. Spencer is a freshman candidate on the Students
for Students ticket for Conklin Hall senator.
Spencer said that there are many "opinionated" people in
Conklin Hall and he would like to represent those students.
Spencer said he "wanted to get involved in student government" and would consider a position in Student Government
Association "a learning experience."
SGA projects such as the University Shuttle Service and legal
services concern Spencer, he said. Spencer said he gladly would
help with those projects.

Denise J. Stefanec is an unopposed candidate on the Students
for Students ticket for senator of Prout and the French House.
Stefanec is a freshman on Student Government Association's
Academic Affairs Board and is secretary of the Prout Program
Council. Stefanec also is active in the Union Activities Organization.
"I'd like to let the girls know that they can take part in SGA
and that they are welcome to," Stefanec said, adding that she
would like to see students get involved in SGA projects.
Stefanec said she knows the residents of Prout and that she
would like to get to know those in the French House. Stefanec added that she would like to open communications between SGA
and her district.

SUPPORT THE BGNEWSADYERTISMB.S....J

ZTT
LPisopello'sl
BIG BOY

FAST FREE DELIVERY
352-51S6

Now Accepting Applications
for Third Shift
Apply at 1540 E. Wooster
-an equal opportunity employer--

Roland J. Tkach
senate
Rodgers Quadrangle

Randall J. Cooke
senate
Conklin Hall
Randall J. Cooke is an independent candidate for Conklin Hall
senator. Cooke, a sophomore, has been active on the Conklin Activities Council, serving as its vice president fall quarter.
"Conklin has never had a voice in SGA," Cooke said, adding
that the recent reapportionment of Student Government
Association senatorial districts will give Conklin that voice.
"I've seen what SGA has done in the past. Some dorms are
discriminated against," Cooke said.
"A lot more should be done than what's being done for our
hall," Cooke said, emphasizing the need for SGA senators to
report to dorm activity councils.

Roland J. Tkach is an independent candidate for Rodgers
Quadrangle senator. Tkach, a sophomore, is active in the
University's 4-H program and Campus Democrats.
"What we need is to get more people involved in student
government," Tkach said, adding that this would result in a
wider range of ideas available to Student Government Association.
Tkach said he would let the students in his district know he
was involved in SGA to see if they had any ideas or suggestions.
"I think there's a lot of things around the University that the
Board of Trustees should be made aware of," Tkach said. For
example, Tkach questioned why students at the Firelands Campus of the University were not required to take a proficiency
after completing English 112.

Paul P. Woronecki

senate
Prout/French House

Margaret L. Potapchuk is a Student for Students Ticket candidate for senator of Founders Quadrangle. Potapchuk, the only
candidate for one of two senatorial positions in Founders, is on
Student Government Association's Health Center Advisory
Committee and is the co-chairman of the AsMey/BatcheMer
Hall Council. Potapchuk, a sophomore, also is active on the
Kreischer Quadrangle Council and plans to be a resident advisor
in Founders Quad next year.
"I'd like to open communications between FCC (Founders
Community Council) and SGA," Potapchuk said, adding that
she would have the contacts to make this possible.
"I'd also like to do some PR work for Founders," she said.
Potapchuk said she would like to show upperclass students that
Founders Quad is not just for freshmen and transfer students.
She said she would do this by working through students who enjoy living in Founders Quad.
"I just think as a resident I'll have a better idea of what
Founders needs." Potapchuk said.

I

James L. Harter

Stephen W. Elchert

Everett E. Gallagher

senate
Conklin Hall

senate
Anderson /Bromfield

Paul P. Woronecki is also an independent candidate for Conklin Hall senator. Woronecki, a sophomore, served as vice president of Crawford Hall at Ohio University, where each dorm has
its own government, he said.
"I'd like to see Conklin get recognized as a dorm and have a
little bit of voice in student government," Woronecki said, adding that he would like to improve the image of Conklin Hall.
"I'd like to make it a dorm people would like to live in,"
Woronecki said, adding that it is not only a dorm for freshman
and transfer students.
Woronecki said he would like to get different groups on campus working toward common goals, rather than working against
each other. He also said he would like to see how University
funds are allocated and make sure "everyone gets their fair
share."

Everett E. Gallagher is a freshman independent candidate
running unopposed for Anderson/Bromfield senator. Gallagher
is active in the Stock Market Club and Campus Republicans.
"I would like to see Student Government Association get more
publicity for the things they do," said Gallagher, who stressed
the importance of student interest and involvement in SGA projects.
"I would like to see SGA speak up on issues. They don't take a
position," Gallagher said. He suggested the use of opinion polls
to find out how students feel about certain issues.
Gallagher said he would talk to students in his district and express their views to SGA.
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People are fanatics when it comes to their Wot Ruor Point pens
They're reluctant to owe them up. And when someone Dot rows one.
what happens is inevitable
First, they love the way it writes Really smooth and extra fine They
go wild over its clever metal collar that helps keep the point from going
squish. Naturally they'forget* to give it back, although It's only 7§t
This can be very embarrassmg when they're caught in the act
Others have pocketed PHot's Finellner pen. The one with the slightly
less delicate stroke It's only 69<
So if you borrow someone's Razor
Point or Fineliner pen
you'd better
be prepared
to pay the
consequences
But. for much less than a
dollar, you'd be smart
to buy your own

finelrw marker pens
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• SPECIAL LOW MORNING RATES
STUDENT 9 ■ 2.50 - 18 3.00
OTHERS 9 ■ 3.50 - 18 5.00

• FACULTY MEMBERSHIP
(FULL 1980 SEASON)
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$75.00
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elsewhere
West Germany may follow in boycott footsteps
the West German government, said it other major U.S. allies who have not
would recommend that the country's yet made their decisions.
After the USOC voted Saturday to
West Germany gave President National Olympic Committee vote to
Carter's drive for an international boycott the Games as long as Soviet go along with the boycott, Douglas F.
Roby, one of two Americans on the Inboycott of the Moscow summer Olym- troops remain in Afghanistan.
ternational Olympic Committee, said
pics its strongest endorsement to date
yesterday, announcing that the
The announcement, two days after the decision could spell the death of
government did not favor sending a the U.S. Olympic Committee voted to the I960 Moscow Games.
team to the games.
support Carter's boycott request, is
Klaus Boelling, chief spokesman for expected to have a major impact on THE BOYCOTT also could affect
by the Associated Press

classified
LOST A FOUND
Fount] stiver metal rim glasses in
black case Found on car parked In
Union Oval, Weds 4 9 Call Lesa
3S3 7921
Lost At Uptown, 4/5/80 light brn
leather jack Sentimental value
Reward. Please call 352 2812,
Lost

gold necklace

with 5 sm.

pearls, at the Rec Center on April
9, Tues Reward offered. Please
call Pom 352 OTQfc
Found behind Univ Hall in pkg
lot, bi tocais in red case 27003,
Barb
SERVICES OFFERED
Campus Enterprises Sound System
& Light Show For parlies, teas 8>
formats & dances. Call Gary
352 1159 after 4.30.
Same Day Typesetting Service On
Most Jobs Bring Us Your Reports,
Indexes. Manuals, Forms, Programs, Bulletins And Resumes. 48
Type Faces Available Call The
Flatlands Trader Newspaper:
)_5J 3531
Abortions to 15 weeks Lowest
Fees Call Akron Women's Clinic
EXPERT TYPING
REASONABLE RATES 352 7305
PERSONALS
But 2 fish, get one FREE with this
ad as coupon* The Hutch Pet Shop.
t's time tor someone new to lead,
A real representative of the
students Vote Dave Woessner SGA
President, April 17th.
Oh

What

Burnfos, Burntos, Burritos. Beef
N' Bean A Pura burrito. New at
Sub-Me Quick . 85C or 2/S1.4S. Eat
in, carry out or delivery.
Want to become involved?!? Come
to the organizations Open House
Tuesday, April 15 (10-3) in the
Forum, Student Services Bldg.
Zeta Tau Alpha invites you jom in
the fun at their Rush Party to be
held Wednesday, April 16, 8930
pm at the United Christian
Fellowship Church. For rides and
more information call Sandy
354 1920.
Alpha Delta Pi winter pledges are
great! On Wednesday, you surpns
ed us with a prank. That Fondue
was really first rate. Thanks a lot
m our hearts you'll always rank! L
& L, The ADPi Actives.
SGA Election
Vote for Steve
"Dimmer" Bryan UAO Director
At Large
Grofie, It's nice to know that your
ERA has shrunk to 3.16, about the

toll free I 800 362 9150

Sunshine
Sunrise!!!

Annual Bike Auction! sponsored by
Charities Board Wed., April 16 in
Student Services Forum from 3:30
until all bikes are sold all proceeds
go to charity

A

Florida

Alpha Lambda Delta get psyched
for the square dance, hayride &
bonfire w/ Pes Thurs! Call 22456 to
reserve It'll be great y'all come!
4th Lows Broomfield the wild wild
west party is only 2 days away get
psyched! The ladies of 3rd highs
Bafchelder
The students that will take action
tor you in SGA. Vote SFS (Students
For Students) Ticket
Need an easy $10.00? We need male
fine arts majors to be in a study of
how people choose prizes. Wed.,
April 16 at 430 pm in Rm. 113
Psych Bldg. $10.00 for the 1 hour
session it interested, call 352 7740
before 9am or 6-7pm.
__
TACOS, TACOS, TACOS. New Ad
ditionat Sub Me Quick. 65 Eat in
or carry out only_;
Customized T-shirts, jerseys &
sportswear Group rates tor date
parties, hall parties, fraternity &
sorority LOW Cost. Fast Delivery.
Call Tim at 352 S478
Break the rut that SGA has fallen
into. Put a fresh breath of reality in
office, not promises vote Dave
Woessner SGA President, April
17th
BGSU SUPEROANCE'
BGSU SUPEROANCE!
BGSU SUPEROANCE!
PHI
TAU
BASKETBALL
MARATHON TIP-OFF PARTY
WEDNESOAY NIGHT AT UPTOWN!
ADMISSION
S0c .
DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT
LONG. ALL PROCEEDS TO
BENEFIT THE CHILDREN'S
RESOURCE CENTER.
Have a roaring good time Spring
Quarter' How? The sisters of
Alpha Delta Pi Invite all women to
join in the good time! When? Tues
day, April 15th a' 9 00 pm at the
ADPi House. For more mtorma
tioncall 372 2840.
___
Phi Eta Sigma get psyched for the
square dance, hayride & bonfire
W/ALD Thurs! Call Penny to
reserve iflj be flreat y'all come
We put your artwork on a Manes
T shirt at a very low price.
Western Reserve screen print &
Alvin Carr 352 8503
Get 7 FREE goldfish with this ad at
The Hutch Pet Shop, ion S. Main.
3528459.

same as your punting average.
Congrats on your 2nd victory of the
year. The Brothers of Sigma Nu
BROWN HOUSE 1210 E Wooster
Happy Birthday Rena & Lisa, con
grats Rick & Lori, Go Alpha Sigs&
everybody go into a Spring Coma!
Commons Employees, all friends
8. non friends Don't forget JOSE
DAY May 3 at 800! Be there or be
square. Wheels, Squid. Stanko
CAST YOUR VOTE FOR THE PHI
TAU BASKETBALL MARATHON
QUEEN TODAY! ONE PENNY
EQUALS ONE VOTE. I TO 5 IN
THE UNION FOYER. ALL PROCEEDS
BENEFIT
THE
CHILDREN'S
RESOURCE
CENTER.
Denise Sfenzal Happy 2lst Birth
day. Love, Kosto
Muzzy, congratulations roomie, on
your R.A job, you're the best.
Love, Debbie.
This week is the week the Alpna
Chis have their eyes on you! Spr
ing Rush starts tonight looking for

Thursday. April 17th at 8pm in the
Grand Ballroom union or Forum
Student Services Validation Card

players). Swimming (WSI),
Boating, Canoeing, Sailing; Water
skiing. Gymnastics; Archery;
Team Sports; Arts s. Crafts,
Theatre Director (musicals),
Pianist; Pioneering & Trips;
Secretary. Season: June 21 to
August 21
Write (ENCLOSE

& i D are required to vote.
Muddy "Mississippi" Waters in
concert April 17th at 8 pm. In the
U. of T. Student union Auditorium.
$4 students. $5 non students at
F inder's Records & candy counters
at U of Toledo

DETAILS AS TO YOUR SKILLS,
ETC.) Director, Box 153, Great
Neck, NY
11022
Telephone:
516 482 4323
FACULTY INQUIRIES INVITED RE DEPT
HEAD POSITIONS IN ABOVE AC

Poll workers needed for SGA Elec
lions! All interested students come
to 112 Lite Science Tuesday, April
IS at 7:30 pm. or call 372 4508. __

TIVITIES

HIGH SOCIETY will be the guest
on WFAL's Wed night talk show.
9 it pm. 680 AM the best in local
music

OVERSEAS JOBS

FACIAL MAKE OVER
DAISY APRIL 14 19th.
SUPERDANCE!
The Muscular Dystrophy

America,
All fields,
Expenses
info Write:

UC, Box 52 18 Corona Del Mar, Ca.
92625
Radio Control Room Operators
WGTE-FM. Toledo Public Radio,
requires qualified part time
operators with FCC Third Class
license for weekend and evening
work Must be experienced In onair program production, continuity, transmitter operation and
classical music announcing. Write
for application procedure: John
Loring, WGTE-FM, Toledo, 43604.
EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.

AND

Dance

Marathon, sponsored by Kohl Hall
will be held April 25 26 and WE
NEED DANCERS, info meeting
for all interested people April 15th,
730pm, Kohl Hall, Main Lounge.
RESUME TYPESETTING
1 or 2 pages SIS. Includes 20 free
copies 352 3538.

RESUME TYPESETTING
1 or 2 pages $15. Includes 70 Irt
copies. 352 3538.

WANTED
2 or 3 F. rmtes needed for 80 81
school yr. Large house, dose to
campus Call 372 1715 or 352 7455

FOR SALE

.

F. rmte needed for Spr Qtr. Call
after 5 pm„ Deb 352 7834.

1977 Buick LaSabre. Good running
cond. $300
Call after 5 pm
354 1994;

Married couple to responsible
adults to subls nicely furn. apt. for
summer. Call 3520951 after 5 pm.

'64 Dodge Dart good cond. $325 Ph.
352 3193 evenings.
BRAND NEW SANYO 4 CU. FT.
REFRIGERATOR
BEST OF
FER 352 3115 after 7pm.

for info.
2 F rmtes. needed Piedmont Apts.
80 81 school yr. Call 372 4483 or
372 4394
i M. "looking 'or room or apt for
Spring Qtr. Call 372 1093.

2 aquariums 10 & 29 gal. complete
. system* with, double aland All for
$60 Ph 352 3193

M or F. rmte needed $90 mo plus
elec. Close to campus. Call
352 0601
l F rmte. for 1980 81. $90 mo. Nice
apt on 5th St Call 3S2-083».
HELP we need 1 or 2 F rmtes for

1976 Firebird, 45,000 mi., AM radio,
AC/heater, rear defogger. $3,300
Call 352 0713.
Advertise Your Unwanted Items
For Free In The Flatlands Trader
Newspaper. Pay A Commission
Only If Your Item Sells. Call

Spr Qtr $90 mo Apt on 2nd St.
Call 354 1533

352 3538 75,000 readers weekly

ward to seeing you there!
3 days until Melissa Morgan's Bir
thday.

M. rmte. needed for Spr Qtr. $100
mo, own bdrm. Call after 7 pm,

30 MPG $7900
ings

353-2310.

FOR RENT

GET PSYCHED TO PLAY IN THE
PHI
TAU
BASKETBALL
MARATHON A TO VOTE FOR
THE ATTENDANT OF YOUR
CHOICE. THE CHILDREN'S
RESOURCE CENTER WILL BE
THE WINNER IN THE END.
Be Proud! Be a daughter of the
Diamond! Rush Beta Lil' Sis!
Watch the personals for more in
formation.
BGSU SUPEROANCE!
BGSU SUPERDANCEl
SUPER-DANCE!
The Muscular
Dystrophy Dance Marathon, spon
sored by Kohl Hall will be held
April 25 26 and WE NEED
DANCERS, info meeting for all
interested people April 15th, 7:30
pm, Kohl Mall Wain Lounge
SUPERDANCEl
The Muscular
Dystrophy Dance Marathon, soon
sored by Kohl Hall will be held
April 25 26 and WE NEED
DANCERS Into meeting for all
interested people April 15th, 7:30
pm^ Kohi_Hall Main Lounge.
BGSU SUPERDANCEl
BGSU SUPERDANCE!
BGSUSUPERDANCEl
Catch WFAL Focus, triple plays by
top artists, Mon. Fri. at 9, 12, 3 8.
6pm 680AM The AM that Isn't.

RUSH PHI TAU
RUSH PHI TAU
Tonight it's "OOG NIGHT." Stop
on over at 7 30 & have a dog. Don't
forgot Monte Carlo on Thursday.
Vote

at

the

SGA

Elections

Ph. 352 3193 even

1 F. rmte. needed for 80 81 school
yr Call 352 1725,

Summer Furn. 2 bdrm. apts. 521
E. Merry near Otfenhauer Towers.

l F rmte needed for 1980-81 school
yr $90 mo. Frazee Apts Call Cathy
at 372 6187 or Laurie at 372 3410.

$400 entire summer. John Newlove
Real Estate. 352 6553.

RESUME TYPESETTING.
1 or 7 pages $15 Includes 20 free
copies. 357 353#,
.
2 or 3 F. rmtes needed lor Sum.
$100 $133 for whole qtr. Newlove
Apts by Oftnhr. Call 352 4854.
HELP WANTED

BGSU SUPEROANCE!

'76 Subaru wagon four wheel drive,

Pt. time babysitter 9 1 daily. $25
wk. 354 1402 after 5 pm
IF YOU'RE A SPECIAL KIND OF
NURSE:
Senior BSN Student
New Graduate Nurse RN with
less than one year's practice.
You're looking for a special place.
We think the Air Force is what
you're looking for. Why? Responsibility, rapid advancement, excellent salary, 30 days vacation
with pay, travel, and an optional 5
month internship program. Find a
special place in Air Force Nursing
Today call: Capt. Linda Nash. Sgt.
Jot BellO. collect 216 522-4325.

By The Associated Press

The American hostages in the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran received a visit
yesterday from two representatives of
the International Red Cross in an apparent move by Iran to blunt President Carter's campaign for Western
support in imposing sanctions.
The Iranian government agreed to
three conditions stipulated by the Red
Cross: that its representatives meet
with all the hostages, that they be
allowed to make a list of their identities and that they be allowed to
notify the captives' families of the
state of their health, according to a
spokeswoman at the organization's
headquarters at Geneva.
In Washington, the State Depart-

Relief due for victims of domestic violence
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)- Shelters for victims of
domestic violence in Ohio could apply for newly-available
funds sooner than expected under an emergency bill making its way through the Legislature.
Senators scheduled a vote on the measure at a floor session last night. Representatives return from a weekend
recess this morning'. '
Legislation which took effect Jan. 18 established financial assistance programs for spouses and children who
become victims of domestic violence.
Funds were to be raised by each county through an increase in the cost of marriage licenses from $8 to $18.
UNDER THE bill, counties could retain the revenue to
operate their own programs through local agencies.
If county commissioners failed to establish a program,
the money would be diverted to the state attorney general,
who would make annual grants to areas where the funds
were most needed.

831 7th St. 2 bdrm. apts. All utll.
furn. except elec. Silverwood Bldg.
Summer or Fall. John Newlove
House on S. Main. 2 3 rmtes. for
Sum. Qtr Own bdrm. No utll. $100
mo. 372 5062 or 352 5628.
Summer apts. Furn. ($390) & un
furn. ($350) for whole summer. 2
bdrm. close to campus. Call
352 4380.
2 bdrm. unfurn. 9 mo. lease $310
mo. 12 mo. lease $260 mo. Close to
camous. Call 352 4380.
Apts avail. Mid Am Manor on 3rd
St. 2 bdrm. furn. & unfurn. for up to

students with tennis playing or
teaching experience. Call Mr.

1 bdrm. apt. avail. Fall Qtr. 443 N.
Enterprise. Call I-878 7437.

Covyeau.at 130JJ 654-3770.

Three, 3 bdrm. houses avail. Fall
Qtr. 423, 441, 433 N. Enterprise.
Call 1 878 7437.
2 bdrm. apt. avail. Summer. 443 N.
Enterprise. Call 1 878-7437.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

FOR RENT

IT WOULD allow a shelter to apply to county commissioners for the release of funds collected during the period
between Jan. 18 and June 30. The application would be for
funds to be used during the rest of this year.
Applications would have to be submitted by May 15.

Home. You couldn't wait
to get away. And now
there are times
when you'd give
anything to go
back. So go back.
You're never really
further away than
the closest phone. Whether it's a
twinge of homesickness, the drudgery of studying
or a terrific piece of news, call them! You'll
be there in seconds. Because one thing they
never taught you in Math
101 is that the shortest
distance between
two points is
long distance.

Caster §eal
I ,IIM<-.1 tlH II
Sntucdoy. Apc.l 19
I 0O-9 00 p.m.
VMrai't ManoU Hdg
■soling Grwn CBy Park

IHi--*MI»i-.i-i» "i « •,

An application deadline contained in the original
measure effectively barred shelters from seeking money
from the increased fees this year.
IT REQUIRED shelters to apply for the financial
assistance by Oct. 1, with the money to be used the following calendar year.
Under that system, nb funds would be available this year
because the application deadline, which would have been
Oct. 1,1979, occurred prior to the effective date of the bill.
The emergency measure, sponsored by Sen. Marigene
Valiquette, D-Toledo, provides a temporary law for
distribution of the cash in 1980.

Go home for
3 minutes.

Real Estate. 3526553.

Efflc. apt. avail, immed. Utll. pd.
643 N. Enterprise. Call 1 878-7437.

American
I
Cancer Society %

ment dismissed the Red Cross visit as but that they should be released."
"palliative," but acknowledged it
Iranian Health Minister Moussa
could be helpful to the hostages and Zargar accompanied the two Red
their families.
Cross officials, Harald Schmid de
State Department spokesman Hod- Gruneck, the permanent resident in
ding Carter said that if the Red Cross Tehran, and Dr. Bernard Liebeskind,
representatives saw all 50 Americans a physician. The two are Swiss.
in the embassy independently and
AN OFFICIAL of the Red I ion and
were able to report on their status to Sun, the Iranian equivalent of the Red
their families, "it will be a plus."
Cross, also went with them.
A spokesman for the militants occuBUT, HE added, "it will not be
anything but a palliative, ...a mask for pying the embassy since Nov. 4 said
the central reality that they are being the visit was "imposed" on them by
held," as far as the United States is the Iranian government. This was
concerned. "Our objective is their seen as an indication that Iran hoped
release."
the visit would undercut Carter's
Caiter said he hoped the visit would drive to persuade major U.S. allies to
not cause U.S. allies to lose sight of the lake the same economic and
fact that "the point is not whether diplomatic sanctions against Iran mat
they are being held in good condition, he ordered.

Apts., houses & rooms. Near cam
pus. Summer rentals only
Reasonable rates. 352-736$.

4 people. 9 1/2 or 12 mo. leases
from 12*0*390. 352 4380.

CALL:
ALBERT NEWLOVE
352-5163

In other nations considered important to the boycott drive, the British
and New Zealanders are not in favor
of a boycott, and the Canadians are to
decide the question on April 25.

80 81 school yr. House, 3 blks. from
campus for 5 females. 352 7772
after 4;3jQ p,jTtt
.

camps)
available
through
Washington Tennis Services for

SUMMER
APARTMENTS

France has not made up its mind,
pending a meeting next month of
European nations designed to form a
joint position. West Germany's announcement yesterday is certain to
prove important at that meeting.

2 furn. houses avail, for summer. 3
bdrm. close to campus. Call
352 7163 after 5:30 P.m.

TENNIS
INSTRUCTORS
WANTED" Excellent high paying
Summer jobs (clubs, resorts,

COUNSELORS:
WAZIYATAH FOR GIRLS, HAR
RISON, MAINE. OPENINGS:
Tennis (varsity or skilled

JAPANESE PRIME Minister
Masayoshi Ohira is to visit
Washington at the end of the month,
and Japanese officials have said
Ohira wants a proboycott decision to
present to Carter then.

Red Cross visit to U.S. hostages
called 'palliative' by administration

Summer/year

round. Europe, S.
Australia, Asia. etc.
$500 $1,700 monthly
paid Sightseeing. Free

AT
LASALLE'S
HAIR-IN
CELEBRATE THE ARRIVAL OF
SPRING.
WITH A SHAMPOO,
HAIRCUT
AND
FINISH.
RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY

the 1984 games set for Los Angeles.
Daume, West German IOC member,
In Moscow, preparations for the said the government's view
Games continued. According to a "certainly has weight."
Soviet spokesman, "The organizing
Roby had said the nations important
committee is calmly preparing for the to the boycott movement are Great
Moscow Olympics, the decision of the Britain, France, West Germany,
U.S. Olympic Committee will have no Australia, New Zealand and Canada.
effect whatsoever on our prepara- Also considered important are the
Japanese.
tions."
The official Soviet news agency
Tass said, "The Olympics will take
Australian Prime Minister Malcolm
place despite all the schemes, Fraser said he was "very pleased"
maneuvers, provocations, intrigues, with the 2-1 vote by the USOC to
convulsions and paroxysms at the boycott. He added, "I believe now that
an effective boycott will emerge" and
White House."
urged the Australian Olympic FederaTHE WEST German government's tion to follow the lead of the USOC.
position is not binding on its National However, the federation has been opOlympic Committee. But, Willi posed to a boycott.

Call:
352 1735 352 JM»
or 372.1331

•For lowest fates
use vou' S'mie'M BrHmg
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Dill, Imhoff return helps
Falcon baseball split
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter
The list of physically capable Bowling Green baseball players is finally
beginning to outweigh the number of
disabled.
Though Captain Pat Byrne injured
his throwing thumb, pitchers Chris
Dill and Keith Imhoff Joined the lineup
in time for the Falcons to salvage a 5-3
extra-inning victory in the second
game of Saturday's double-header
with Wright State at Warren E. Steller
Field. The Raiders won the opener,
6-2.
The split leaves BG's ledger at 4-12
entering today's twinbill against the
Detroit Titans at 1 p.m. at Steller
Field. The contests were originally
scheduled for the University of
Detroit, but wet grounds and a
renovation project moved the games
toBG.
Dill, making his first appearance on
the mound since suffering a concussion in BG's van accident inFlorida
during spring break, tossed 31-3
hitless frames before Coach Don Purvis pulled Dill when the mid-40 degree
weather caused Dill's right hip to stiffen.
AFTER DALE Gregory surrendered three runs in the fifth inning,
two on Dave Lochner's second tworun homer of the day, Purvis called
for Imhoff to pitch the seventh. It also
was Imhoff's first trip to the hill after
being sidelined six weeks with a
broken thumb on his pitching hand.
The junior right-hander went the
final two stanzas, giving up a one hit.
"I've been looking for this one for a
long time," Imhoff said. "Once I got
on the mound I felt at ease."
Much of the credit of Imhoff s showing went to batterymate Larry Nonnamaker, who also- responded on offense with a two-run home run over
the center field fence, staking BG to a
2-0 lead after four innings.
"He's in complete control of the
game," Imhoff said of the Falcon catcher. "He builds up your confidence
out there."
JUNIOR JOE Thrasher belted a
two-run homer with one out in the

eighth inning,providing the margin of
victory over the 14-5 Raiders.
"It wasn't really hit that well,"
Thrasher said of his fourth clout in six
games. "I have to give that one to the
wind."
Whether he takes credit for the
smash that cleared the 340-foot sign in
right field or not, if it weren't for Dill
and Imhoff, the Falcon slugger never
would have had the final opportunity.
BOTH THRASHER and Purvis said
that the come-from-behind victory
could serve as a confidence builder for
the entire squad, though Purvis added
that he's not quite ready to pop the
champagne corks.
"I was pleased with the way we
hung In there," Purvis said. "We
could have just given up.
"We're still not hitting the ball with
much authority. We have a ways to go
yet."
The Falcon attack might take even
longer to come around than Purvis expects due to Byrne's ailment. The
senior shortstop split the thumb on his
throwing hand trying to handle a sinking liner off the bat of Wright State's
Tony Ferraro in the second game. The
seven stitches will cause him to miss
the opening of the conference season
(Friday), and the next two weeks of
action.
Byrne hit his first home run of the
season leading off the second innng in
the Falcons' opener. Some shaky pitching by Gregg Nischwitz (three
walks in the first inning) gave BG an
early 2-0 lead. But Nischwitz settled
down and the Raiders errupted for
four tallies in the seventh off losing
pitcher P.D. Elber (1-3). Elber walked four and struck out seven in going
the distance for the fourth time this
season. Nischwitz struck out 15 BG
batters.
First Game

WSU 0001014 6-4-1
BG
1100000 74 1
WP Nitchwltl LP Elb«r
HR BG. Byrne, WSU Lochner
Second Game
WSU 0000X00 350
BG
00020012 57 2
WP imhofl LP Keitn Robinson
HR BG. Nonnamaker, Thrasher
WSU, Lochner

The throw to the plate is a little too late to beat Youngstown's
Kathy Mclntyre (19), in Friday's double-header with Bowling Green,

BG softball team drops pair to Youngstown
by Geoff Haynes
staff reporter
Youngstown State's women's softball team took advantage of nightfall
Friday by stealing a game from the
Falcons before slipping out of town
under a cover of darkness.
After winning the opening game 2-0,
Youngstown batters entered the
seventh inning of the second game
trailing 4-3 as darkness began to fall
on the field.
"I wanted the coach to get the game
over," said BG pitcher Patty Konczak, who up to that time had limited
Youngstown to only five hits. "I'm
night blind and when it started getting

ART & CRAFT
SUPPLIES

Ph. 352-9378 at Piedmont Apt.'s
Cherry Wood Club
Office daily Mon.-Fri. &
Sat. afternoon in April

MACRAME SUPPLIES

WOOSTER BAZAAR
325E.Wooster
352-7400
Open Evenings till 8p.m.

■H

A Wednesday Evening Group is Now
Forming For:

WEIGHT REDUCTION
Free For All BGSU Students
Sponsored By:
For Information
Call Gerry at 372-2271

Tuesday,
the soup is on
the chef.

e

I

On any salad, that is. Just buy a
salod on Tuesday from 11a.m.
to midnight and set a FREE CUP
OF HOMADE SOUP I At Poglial's
East and South!

PdoRoPs

EAST
^
440 E. Court 352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571

OPEN AT 11 A.M.

Coupons not useable on specials

KONCZAK, a freshman from Middleburg Heights, pitched a strong
game in her first starting assignment
of the season, walking only one batter
and allowing no earned runs before
Youngstown bats came alive in the
last inning. The loss left Konczak with

S

Preferred Properties Co.
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies

10% off all

dark out there, I couldn't see as well."
But Youngstown, who won the state
title in slow pitch softball last year,
had fewer problems spotting the ball
in the dusk and rattled Konczak and
relief pitcher Lisa Shelly for six hits
and seven runs in its last at bat to sink
the Falcons, 10-4, and sweep the
double-header.

an 0-1 record on the season and drop- game BG and Youngstown collected
four hits each.
ped the Falcons to 0-5 for the year.
"They were a good softball team
In the first inning, catcher Lora and had some good athletes," BG
Casto helped extinguish an outburst coach Kathy Bole said of the
by Youngstown, who scored two runs Youngstown team. "I thought we had
on Falcon infield miscues. With one better pitching, we had faster pitchers
out, Casto fielded a high chopper at than them, but as a team they were
the plate and threw to Maryellen quicker than us."
Carey at first base, who returned it to
The Falcons will try to register their
Casto in time to get the runner and
first win of the season when they play
end the inning.
two home games this week against
Youngstown's loose play in the se- Eastern Michigan at 3 p.m. today and
cond game was a turn around from Ohio University at the same time on
the first game when they committed Thursday at the field located east of
no errors and issued no walks. In that Steller Field.

EKMWS

No. 1
MANAGEMENT

AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS

staff photo by Bill Brown
Trying to block the ducking Mclntyre is BG catcher Lora Casto. The
twinbill defeat (2-0, 10-4) leaves the Falcons' record at 0-5.

i

Annual
Bike Auction
Eugene Adler Auctioneer
Over 50 Bicycles
All proceeds donated to charity
Student Services Forum
From 3:30 until ALL bikes are
sold!!
Wed., April 16
Sponsored by Charities Board

"8

I
j

MS-1

- RESUMES "
TYPED
AND PRINTED

YOUR COMPLETE ONE STOP PRINTEP.I
Olliat Printing Plaatlc Laminating
Complata Typaiatllng. Spiral Binding
Bluaprinta ... Rubbar Stamp*.. Photo Coplat
Qalharlng and Collating
Punching or Drilling stapling or Win Stitching
Cutting and Trimming Padding Waodlng Invltahoni

V Our Services Are Many So Give Us ACalli
111 South Main

Bowling Green, Ohio
352-5762
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VOTE For The Phi Tou Basketball Marathon ^ \ ALPHA Cffl OMEGA
9
is proud to announce
Attendant in the Union Foyer.
S
their new actives:
8am to 5pm Today through Friday.
PAMMATHIE
TRACY MYERS
LUANN Neff
JANIE BUTKIEWICZ
SUE KOBLENZER
CINDY BAKER
BETSY DIRD
KATHY KOSTALNICK
CHERYL SHAFFER
TAMMY 5UIDAK
PAM DECKARD

ZTA
nt>B
<t>M
XQ
AXQ
ATA
AZ
AT
A<P
AHA
AAn

All Proceeds Go To Children's Resource Center

,
All Girls Interested In
'tp. Rushing Spring Quarter
Come To The
ATA

f
{

<
!
J

*

Linda Matuszak

J

J

Nina Palombo

J

t

Nancy Polena

4

S Congratulations! J
•a«»>»>»aaaaaa»a»aaaa«aa»a»aaai#<*»XAa»aa^»v»a»aa»aaaaa»»»».«****«»**><»i

LEASE NOW
for Best Selection
Luther III Apartments

733-755-777
Manville Ave.
2 Bedrooms
1 Vi Baths
9 Month Lease $280 per month
BEDROOM

1 L

BEDROOM
10- e- > 1J'

f—I
I

I

o- •• i ir I

J~

JKN

»

»
*
#
*

PLANT
POTTING
PARTY jj|*| I

LIVING ROOM
1J- I !•■

To
^

*

Tuesday, April 15, 6:00pm
At The ATA House

ftllllllD *
BlHW^j J

%++++*+++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++#

MODEL OPEN 5.30-6.30 BY APPOINTMENT

Pendleton Realty Company
353-3641
a»a^vvvv»«»^*^*»«»«»**>><»»»»»»aa«»a*a«a»»«»Aa»aa««»aaaaaa»ia»»a»»al
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sports

CMU outdistances Falcons, UM in BG Invitational
their own Bowling Green Invitational
Track and Field Meet.
It was the second consecutive year
Bowling Green's women's track and
field team found out Saturday just BG took a back seat to the winner,
how far it has to go before reaching Central Michigan University and the
equality with some of the area's best. runner-up, the University of
And it may be farther than it would Michigan. But this year, it was a
footrace just between the Chippewas
like to believe.
The Falcon tracksters opened their (169 points) and the Wolverines (158).
1980 outdoor campaign with a third BG had 92 points in the 12-team field.
place finish in the seventh running of
UNLIKE LAST year, when the

Falcons captured two of the invitaOther scores included Ohio (17), have two individual events and two
tional's 19 events while closely pursu- Ohio Wesleyan (10), Central State (7), relays."
But she was quick to point out some
ing the frontrunners, the hosts failed Defiance, Mount St. Joseph (2),
encouraging performances, including
to win a single event and soon found Toledo and Wittenberg (1).
themselves struggling to retain their
Although the Falcons came up short Jenny Thornton's third place finish in
hold on third.
of matching their 1979 showing in the the 100 hurdles, Stephanie Eaton in
Kent State (70), in winning three invitational, BG coach Pat Brett said the 800 and two-mile relay, and the
field events (the javelin, shot put and she wasn't dissatisfied with the trio of Deb Romsek, Joy Clawson and
Thornton in the 400 hurdles.
discus), finished in fourth place, while results.
"Jenny just looked super today in
"I figured as much with the people
Miami (47) used a victory in the
we had missing and it being our first the 100 hurdles. She would have won
1,500-meter dash to take fifth.
meet," Brett said. "Everyone's time the event if she hadn't hit that hurwas pretty good, considering the dle," Brett said.
After winning her preliminary heat
temperatures (50 degrees) and the
> ^
in :14.9, Thornton and her teammate
wind.
"We saw some good competition to- Dawn Noel looked to be top conday, and we needed to get a meet tenders to win. But when Thornton
reached the next-to-last hurdle in the
under out belts."
finals, she stumbled, and had to settle
AMONG THOSE BG tracksters who for a : 14.76 and third place. Noel
missed Saturday's action were Jane finished fourth in : 15.18.
EATON WAS considered one of the
Guilford, a sprinter who is sidelined
indefinitely with a knee injury, Kathy favorites in the 800 and almost proved
Kaczor and Becky Dodson, two strong her reputation correct. But as she
entered the last 200 meters of the halfmiddle distance runners.
Kaczor passed up the meet to attend mile race, she found herself boxed in
a marriage in the family, and Dodson by a host of runners, and had to settle
for a third place finish.
is currently nursing a foot problem.
Earlier in the day, Eaton anchored
"Right now, she (Dodson) is semihurt," Brett said, explaining that the BG's two-mile relay team in 2:20,
Greentown senior is awaiting an arch- which pulled the Falcons up to a second place finish, behind CMU. The
support suppliment for her shoe.
"If she runs without it she gets knee remainder of the foursome was comand back problems. So that's kind of a prised of Romsek, Barb Scott and
thorn in our side right now," Brett Melissa Chase.
Brett said earlier this month that by
said.
The injuries, combined with a defi- the end of the season she expects "an
ciency in sprinters and distance peo- unbeatable trio in the 400 hurdles."
That expectation nearly materializple, led to five events in which BG
came away pointless: the 100,200, and ed in the threesome's first outing,
400 dashes, the 400 relay and the 1,500. when Romsek (1:06.2), Clawson
stall photo by Dale Omorl
"WHEN YOU have some people (1:07.5) and Thornton (1:08.1) finishmissing, it hurts," Brett said, ed two, three, and four, respectively.
BG freshman Heidi Asmus clears the high jump bar in Saturday's Bowling Green Invita"This was the first time all three
"especially in the sprints, where you
tional Track and Field Meet. The Falcons placed third in the 12-team Held.

by Christopher Sherk
stall reporter

Qualifier:
by Christopher Sherk
stall reporter

For the third time in his four years
at Bowling Green, John Anich has
qualified for the national outdoor
track and field meet in the 800-meter
run.
His latest achievement came at last
weekend's Dogwood Relays in Knoxville, Tenn., where he and his teammates found themselves up against
some of the nation's best in track and
field.
Anich's qualifying time of 1:47.56
was good enough for a fifth place
finish, but more importantly, it gave
him that precious ticket to the June
NCAA Track and Field Championships in Austin, Texas.

ran through the entire race with
hurdles this year," Brett said. "So, I
think it's just going to be a matter of
time."
Both Karen Calo of Kent State and
Diane Williams of Michigan earned
trips to this May's AIAW Nationals in
Eugene, Ore., with tosses of 154*8"
and 154'7", respectively. Their efforts
also exceeded the meet's previous
record of 148'.
Michigan's Lynn Fudala trimmed
over nine seconds off the existing
record in the 5,000. Her 18:02 left her
nearest competitor well behind, and it
also buried BG's best in the event,
Barb Kritzler, who ran the three
miles-plus in 18:49.
The Wolverines' domination of the
sprints was earmarked by the efforts
of Brenda Kazinec, a speedster who
rewrote the record in the 100 with a
: 11.81 and anchored the school's
record-breaking 400 relay team. Later
in the day she added a victory in the
200 to her laurels by clocking a : 25.06.
The machine-like precision of the
Chippewas' Connie Stempien resulted
in yet another assault on the record
book, this time in the grueling 10,000.
While her competitors seemed to be
struggling, Stempien covered the 25
laps in 38:59.5, bettering the standing
record by more than 1:30.
Aside from the javelin, two other
field events saw record-breaking efforts: a 18*111/2" by Michigan's Lorrie Thornton in the long jump and a
144*4" in the discus by Terry Byland of
Kent State.
Friday, Brett will take her
tracksters to Columbus for the AllOhio Meet.

Anich to nationals for third time in 800-meter event

With the experience he gained at nationals in 1977 and 1978, Anich said he
hopes to improve on his record and
place in the event's finals.
"MY FIRST two years, I made it to
the semifinal.-. but both times I placed
one position lower than it took to make
it into the finals," Anich said. "They
take the top two from each qualifying
heat and both years I placed third."
Anich said he was placed in a very
competitve heat at Knoxville, one that
saw the top six finishers separated by
only five-tenths of a second.
"It was definitely a fast heat," he
said. "They got out to a fast pace
right from the start. After a quartermile, I was third to last; I wasn't near
the leaders at all.

"But with about 200 meters to go I
caught up with everybody, and was
able to finish in the top five."
WHILE ANICH took advantage of
the competition to qualify, his teammates found the going a bit tougher.
Twelve Falcons made the trip to
Tennessee, and their effort produced
only five placements, the highest being a fourth in the 4 x 1,500 relay.
The foursome of Jeff S. Brown,
Chuck Pullom, Kevin Ryan and Steve
Housley recorded a 15:16.9 clocking in
the 15 lap race.
Though the results were not as encouraging as last week's, when BG's
distance medley and 3,200-meter
relay teams placed second and sixth
in the prestigious Texas Relays, BG

coach Mel Brodt said that the
weekend did serve its purpose.
"We learned a lot about our personnel this week," Bordt said. "And we
found out a little bit more about our
relay situation.
"We wanted to do better with the
distance medley, but John (Anich)
wasn't in the race, and Reedus didn't
run as well as he did Friday. So, when
Steve (Housley) got the baton, we
were already out of it.
In that race, Brodt switched Anich
to the 1,200 leg and Housley to the 800.
ANICH LED off the race running
a 2:55.9, putting the Falcons in
sixth going into the second leg.
Reedus clocked :48.5 in the 200 and

Housley ran the third leg in 1:53.2.
Ryan ran the anchor leg mile in
4:00.06.
The quartet's 9:38.66 followed Perm
State (9:34.67), Tennessee (9:34.80),
Georgetown (9:34.82) and Villanova
(9:37.20).
Joe Ritter placed fifth in the
decathlon with 6,707 points. Ritter
scored highest in the long jump (765),
110 hurdles (767) and the pole vault
(832). His weakest events were the
shot put (539) and the 1,500 (447).
Brodt commented that Ritter's
"running events aren't as sound as his
technique events."
"We have steadiness in the javelin
with (Jeff K.) Brown and (Bill)
Hampton, the freshman. Jeff also

gives us consistency in the hammer."
Neither Brown nor Hampton scored
last weekend, but Brown recorded
throws of 200'2" in the javelin and
163*6" in the hammer throw.
In the other BG relay which placed,
the foursome of Pullom, Ryan,
Housley and Anich sixth in the 4x800
relay.
Today at 2:30 the Falcons will host
the University of Toledo at Robert H.
Whittaker Track.
"It's going to be a nip and tuck
met," Brodt said. "Toledo has good
personnel in our weaker events and
good personnel in our stronger events.
"We'll fight fire with fire, and hope
our fire comes out brighter in the
end."

Denison levels Falcon laxers, 22-2
by Dave Lewandowski
sports editor

Carol Durentini contends that her
Bowling Green women's lacrosse
team is young and learning. She also
admits that the laxers were taught in
the game Saturday at Mickey Cochrane
Field as Denison leveled BG, 22-2.
"They're certainly deserving of
their No. 1 (Midwest Lacrosse
Association) rating," Durentini said.
"They have a great deal of depth with
stickwork and speed paramount.
With their degree of play at every
position, it was difficult for us to compensate in a game situation."
Denison peppered BG goaltender
Tina Durnwald with 44 shots at the
Falcon net. Pam Rorer had five
goals for Denison. BG freshman Chris
Werner scored both goals for the 1-2
Falcons.
"WE DON'T have the consistent
depth with speed and stickwork on the
team as they did," Durentini said.

"Our problem wasn't with the
defense, but was that our passes were
off the mark most of the time. Tina
Durnwald did a good job, and the
overall play of our defense was good.
"We shut down their attack at midfield well. Our defense was aggressive, which I like."
Durentini said the Falcons have to
take more shots and make less passes
in order to score more in games.
"The attacks have to take more
shots, and we have to have more
distribution of scoring. We can't rely
on one player all the time," Durentini
said. Werner has nine of BG's 18 goals
this season.
"We're not really taking shots when
we're open," she continued. "And
when we're open we make one too
many cradles (passes) and they
recover on defense."
Last year Denison defeated the
Falcons 17-16. Today BG faces
another tough opponent in Ohio

Wesleyan on Cochrane Field beginning at 4:30 p.m. BG and OW tied 9-9
last year, and Durentini expects
Wesleyan to be strong again this
season.
"THEY WERE strong in the center
and second home positions," Durentini analysized. "I'll have to do a little
jiggling with my lineup to cover them
better. If they (OW) have more depth
than I think, we cold be hurting. We
still have our hands full anyway.
"They're probably not to the degree
of competition of Denison or the College of Wooster, but they'll be good.
They play more man-to-man than
Denison did, which closely resembles
our style of play. If the field is wet it
will limit the shot repetoire of our
players. Most of our players shoot
ground ball shots. It's easier for the
goalkeeper to stop ground ball shots
on a wet field because the ball slows
down. Our players have to work on
taking more corner shots."

BG 7th in rain-shortened tourney
by Good Haynes
staff reporter

Bowling Green's men's golf team
was able to get in only one round of
golf during two scheduled tournaments this weekend, but that one
round total was good enough to earn
the Falcons seventh place in the
24-team Colonel Classic tournament
hosted by Eastern Kentucky University Saturday.
The Falcons first round score of 300
was off the pace set by Ohio State, who
won the tournament by shooting a
team score of 290 in the drizzling rain.
Yesterday's University of Toledo
Invitational was washed out. That
tournament will not be re-scheduled,
but a dual match with Toledo will be
played later in the season.
TOURNAMENT organizers attempted to get in a second round at EKU on
Sunday, but the weather again kept

the teams from completing the round
and winners in the tournament were
determined from Saturday's scores.
"We never gave up," coach John
Piper said. "Other teams were going
through the motions out there, but I
don't believe in that. Overall it wasn't
a disappointing finish."
THE UNIVERSITY of Louisville
took second place in the tournament
played on the 6,700-yard par 72 Arlington Golf Course in Richmond, Ky.
Host Eastern Kentucky finished third,
while Ohio University finished fourth
with a 296 and Miami University placed sixth with a score of 298.
Individually, the Falcons got
balanced scoring out of their five man
squad in the tournament. Wayne
Smith, who finished 11th in a tournament held at EKU in the fall, tied for
the lowest team score with captain

Gary Lust by shooting a 74.
John Spengler, who missed the fall
tournament while playing with the
Falcon football team, tied with Westmount, Que. native Alan Chippendale
for the second best team score at 76.
Charlie Stucklen, who carded the
team's lowest score in last week's
Marshall Invitational Tournament,
did not perform as well in wet conditions in this tournament, finishing
with a 77.
A FINE first round by Miami's
Brian Fogt was all that was needed to
win the tournament. Fogt won the
tournament by firing a 69.
"Seeing that consistency at this
point in the season is encouraging,"
Piper said. "As long as we hang tough
with team consistency, I'm optimistic."

staff photo by Bill Brown
BG freshman first home Chris Werner attempts to keep control of the ball from
Oenison's Deidre Lewis during Saturday's women's lacrosse contest. Denison blasted the
laxers. 22-2.

